
Extended Workforce

If you’re like many 
current employers, the 
very face of your labor 
force is changing.

You may be looking to enhance your regular workforce 
with temporary and contract workers, subcontractors, 
consultants, interns, and sometimes even volunteers to 
help keep your organization moving forward.

The make-up of your organization’s entire labor force introduces risk, whether these individuals are your 
employees or not, so it is vitally important to take control of background screening your extended workforce.

Application Verification’s ProVerify™ Extended Workforce Solution (EWS) allows employers to determine the 
background screening standards your entire labor force must meet. Our extended workforce solutions can seamlessly 
integrate into all industry-specific ProVerify™ service offerings.

Vendors

MANAGE SCREENING REQUIREMENTS

MANAGE SCREENING
RECERTIFICATION

PROVIDE CONSULTING SERVICES

UNDERSTAND REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS

Criminal Background
Screening

ProVerify™ manages screening by locations, departments or job specific requirements.

ProVerify™ will send
proactive reminders to
stockholders alerting
of non-compliance.

Understand your
organization’s

regulatory and internal
screening objectives.

Review Historical Information – Perform Gap Analysis
Ensure that all HR systems are synchronized or integrated to insure proper information sharing.

TB Tests

Professional
Verifications

Driving Records
Checks

Substance Abuse
Testing

Professional
Licensures

Medicare
Exclusion Screening

Medical Physicals

Administration

Direct Care
Workers

Board Members

Students

Volunteers



Extended Workforce

1. Achieve Screening Consistency
With our multi-level management system, we further enhance 
the process of organizing internal information. Our multi-level 
management system within the ProVerify™ system enables 
each branch, division, or company to order and maintain 
its own system, while allowing the overhead management 
(Program Administrator) to view analysis reports and directly 
oversee processes. The ability for the management to oversee 
its contractors and supervise the screening process facilitates 
efficiency, eliminates undesirable paperwork, and promptly 
organizes all of your screening and auditing objectives. 

2. Transition Without Trauma
ProVerify™’s Vendor Management Program delivers a consistent 
screening program that allows for easy program implementation 
by making the transferring of data a streamlined process. 
Our simple order entry process allows for both employer and 
applicant driven data entry. This allows for the entry process 
to be completed by multiple sources and assists in maximized 
participation. All screening information is kept in specific files 
dedicated to each candidate or business, which allows for quick 
and easy reference points.

3. Manage Extended Workforce Risk
Individual Reporting makes audits easy. Program Administrators 
will receive the exported spreadsheet of every individual who was 
screened that month. Each screened employee will have their own 
file with their complete history of performed screens. You will have 
a comprehensive track of each employee or vendor’s screens for 
your records. You can easily prove to other personnel or auditing 
agencies that you keep consistent and organized records of each 
individual.

When your company 
partners with ProVerify™ 
you will have access to 
our team of highly trained 
program specialists. 
Our staff will assist your organization 
in developing a customized screening 
solution, provide friendly customer 
service and technical support, as 
well as system training and program 
implementation. Our goal is to 
provide a screening solution tailored 
to specific industry requirements and 
your company’s objectives. We invite 
you to contact us to learn more about 
how we can assist your company.

1-855-581-7875
www.applicationverification.com


